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Dear editor,

Vehicle re-identification aiming to match vehicle images cap-

tured by different cameras plays an essential role in video

surveillance systems for public security. However, vehicle

re-identification is a challenging computer vision problem

because vehicle images usually contain a list of adverse fac-

tors, such as viewpoint variations, blurs, and occlusions.

Therefore, how to design an effective vehicle re-identification

method has received increasing attention.

The commonly-used spatial global pooling layer is bene-

ficial to learning viewpoint robust features for vehicle re-

identification. However, the spatial global pooling layer

compresses feature maps by simply calculating spatial statis-

tics (i.e., maximum or average), restricting the spatial dis-

crimination of feature maps. As a result, the vehicle re-

identification performance is inevitably weakened.

To reserve the spatial discrimination of feature maps, the

most straightforward method is to uniformly divide feature

maps into several parts and then individually pool each part,

as done in [1–5]. However, this method is prone to suffer-

ing from part dis-alignments since it divides parts rigidly.

Although we can use part detectors to determine parts au-

tomatically, high cost is required, such as part annotations

and detector executions. Therefore, how to well reserve fea-

ture maps’ spatial discrimination is still an open problem

for improving vehicle re-identification.

Method. As shown in Figure 1, in addition to the Eu-

clidean distance (ED) based triplet loss and a label smooth

regularized softmax (LSRS) loss, the proposed spatial struc-

tural similarity triplet loss auxiliary deep network (S3ANet)

applies a newly designed spatial structural similarity (S3)

triplet loss for improving vehicle re-identification.

The structural similarity (SSIM) [6] originally is used to

measure similarities of images, since it can comprehensively

measure the differences of luminance, contrast, and struc-

ture information. Inspired by this, the SSIM is applied to

construct the S3 triplet loss. To be more specific, the S3

triplet loss function is formulated as
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tive pair (i.e., two vehicle subjects of different class labels),

and (Xc
a, X

c
p) is a positive pair (i.e., two vehicle subjects of

the same class label); SSIM is the calculation of SSIM [6].

Furthermore, for reducing SSIM’s computational complexi-

ties, each sample of a training triple is represented with a

height×width× channel = h×w× 1 sized feature map. As

shown in Figure 1, the h × w × 1 sized feature map is ex-

tracted by the channel global average pooling (CGAP) layer

after the backbone network (i.e., ResNet-50-IBN-a [7]). The

S3 triplet loss is minimized via a stochastic gradient descent

algorithm to push the SSIMs of the same subjects as large as

possible and pull the SSIMs of different subjects as small as

possible. Consequently, the feature maps’ spatial discrimi-

nation is reserved. Appendix A provides more details of the

proposed method.

Experiment. Our study presents performance compar-

isons between the proposed S3ANet and state-of-the-art

approaches (e.g., [1–4]) on VeRi776 [8] and VehicleID [9]

databases. Among all the compared methods, the proposed

S3ANet obtains the best performance.

Keep the network architecture unchanged, the proposed

S3ANet with the S3 triplet loss is superior to the one without

the S3 triplet loss on VeRi776 and VehicleID databases. For

example, on the largest Test2400 subset of VehicleID, the

mAP and rank-1 identification rate of the proposed S3ANet

with the S3 triplet loss are individually 1.61% and 1.43%

higher than those of the one without the S3 triplet loss. All

these demonstrate that the proposed S3 triplet loss that re-

serves the spatial discrimination of feature maps is indeed

beneficial to improving the vehicle re-identification perfor-

mance.
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Figure 1 (Color online) The framework of the spatial structural similarity triplet loss auxiliary deep network (S3ANet) for ve-

hicle re-identification. Here, SGAP represents a spatial global average pooling layer; FC-BN-DT represents the composite of fully

connected, batch normalization, and dropout layers.

Finally, it is interesting to investigate the impact of the

performance using different feature map pooling strategies.

For that, based on the same backbone network, two spa-

tial division pooling strategies, i.e., vertically four quarter-

ing (V4) and horizontally four quartering (H4), by following

a similar practice in [1,3,4] are implemented and compared.

The proposed S3ANet outperforms both V4 and H4. These

results illustrate that our S3 triplet loss auxiliary method is

more effective than spatial division pooling strategies. Ap-

pendix B presents more performance comparison results.

Conclusion. This study presents a novel spatial struc-

tural similarity (S3) triplet loss for auxiliary vehicle re-

identification. Rather than tedious dividing feature maps,

our method elegantly reserves the spatial discrimination of

feature maps via minimizing the S3 triplet loss. Experiment

results show that our method is superior to state-of-the-art

approaches.
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